The SNT have been working with Roads Policing and Response teams to combat the anti-social use of vehicles in the area of Moreton Hall, and associated littering, damage to the road furniture and the setting off of fireworks, all of which has had a detrimental effect to the local residents. The core group of vehicle users and owners have been identified and have been issued with Community Protection Warning Notices, prohibiting them from various activities, including congregating in the effected area. This new tact has had the desired effect and incidents over the past 4 weeks have ceased.

The Bury St Edmunds Christmas Fayre will take place between 23rd and 26th November. Suffolk Constabulary have been working closely with the event organisers at the borough council to support our communities and make this a safe and enjoyable event. While there is no evidence of any specific threat, like any other large events across the UK, you may see a range of physical security measures at this year’s Christmas Fayre as a precaution, including a variety of bollards and barrier systems that have been approved and meet national standards. We’ll have uniformed (armed and unarmed), plain clothed patrols and police dogs on site, who will be working hard to keep everyone safe and make sure they have a great time.

The future events that your SNT are involved in, and will give you an opportunity to chat to them to raise your concerns are:

- 11th November - Special constabulary recruitment drop in @ Atheneum, BSE 10am - 4pm
- 16th November - SNT will be at the BSE Christmas lights switch on 3pm - 8pm
- 1st December - PCSO Bixley & Dodd will be at the Apex, BSE at an info event for the Elderly
- 5th December - PC De Jongh will be at Bardwell Parish Council meeting

Sgt 1031 Whybro & Sgt 292 Plume
01473 613500
SNTBuryStEdmunds@suffolk.pnn.police.uk
@BuryStEdsPolice
A Stanton man has been jailed for six years for a prolific series of burglaries in West Suffolk. Stephen Mainwaring was initially charged with 7 offences of burglary, a firearms offence and theft of motor vehicles, and then went on to admit a further 30 offences of burglary in the villages of Stanton, Ixworth, Bardwell, Great Barton, Norton and surrounding villages. The crimes were committed between February 2015 and August 2017.

‘We have spoken to you a lot about the changing demands we are facing in policing our communities and keeping you safe. In order to keep you updated and to help you understand the demands that we are dealing with on a regular basis, we have developed a focused section as part of this newsletter highlighting the demands at both your SNT and force level across a typical week. This information provides you with the context in which your local teams are currently working. We hope that you find this helpful and informative.’ ACC Kearton, Local Policing.
On a typical week in Suffolk

Officers will deal with, amongst other crimes:
- Approximately 25 dwelling burglaries
- 186 thefts
- 42 thefts from a motor vehicle
- 9 thefts of a motor vehicle
- 271 violent crimes
- 5 robbery
- 31 sexual assaults, including rape

Officers will respond to approximately 93 incidents flagged as being associated with people with mental health issues.

Officers will carry out 38 Stop and Searches. Of these 26 are drugs related.

Approximately 26 of these arrests will be for sexual offences.

Approximately 71 missing persons were managed using Multi-Agency Public Protection Arrangements.

Officers will issue: 22 cautions, 2 penalty notice for disorder, 5 cannabis warnings.

Approximately 785 sexual and violent offenders were managed using Multi-Agency Public Protection Arrangements.

Approximately 188 arrests were made. Approximately 10 of these arrests will be for sexual offences.

Approximately 1,803 emergency 999 calls were received.† 17% since 2015/16

Approximately 2,891 incidents were recorded.† 1% since 2015/16

Approximately 860 crimes were reported.† 2% since 2015/16

Deal with 253 ASB incidents.† 38% since 2015/16

5 road incidents where someone is killed or seriously injured.
214 breath tests will be carried out.

On a typical week in Bury SNT area

Officers will deal with, amongst other crimes:
- 5.6 residential burglaries
- 18.1 thefts
- 2.7 thefts from a motor vehicle
- 0.5 thefts of a motor vehicle
- 26.2 violent crimes
- 0.5 robberies
- 1.8 sexual assaults
- 0.9 rapes

Officers will issue:
- 2.9 cautions
- 0.2 penalty notice for disorder
- 0.6 cannabis warnings.

County: Suffolk
Population: 728,163
INCOMING DEMAND

**On a typical week in Suffolk**

- **1803** emergency 999 calls received.  
  ↑ 17% since 2015/16

- **2891** incidents are recorded.  
  ↑ 1% since 2015/16

- **188** arrests are made.  
  Approximately 10 of these arrests will be for sexual offences.

- **860** crimes are reported.  
  ↑ 2% since 2015/16

- **253** ASB incidents.  
  ↓ 38% since 2015/16

Officers will deal with, amongst other crimes:  
- approximately **25** dwelling burglaries,  
- **186** thefts,  
- **42** thefts from a motor vehicle,  
- **9** thefts of a motor vehicle,  
- **271** violent crimes,  
- **5** robbery,  
- **31** sexual assaults, including rape

- **785** sexual and violent offenders managed using Multi-Agency Public Protection Arrangements

- **71** missing persons.  
  ↑ 48% since 2015

- **5** road incidents where someone is killed or seriously injured.  
  **214** breath tests will be carried out

- **5.6** residential burglaries  
  **18.1** thefts  
  **2.7** thefts from a motor vehicle  
  **0.5** thefts of a motor vehicle  
  **26.2** violent crimes  
  **0.5** robberies  
  **1.8** sexual assaults  
  **0.9** rapes

**On a typical week in Bury SNT area**

- **2.9** cautions  
  **0.2** penalty notice for disorder  
  **0.6** cannabis warnings.

**County:** Suffolk  
**Population:** 728,163